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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An administrator is configuring a Google Cloud Provider cloud unit on their DD9900. Which certificate must be imported before adding

the cloud unit?

Options: 
A- S3 Flexible

B- Root CA

C- GlobalSign Root R1

D- GlobalSign Root R2

Answer: 
D

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice



Which enterprise applications does the DDBEA agent support?

Options: 
A- Oracle, Microsoft Sharepoint, and Microsoft SQL

B- Microsoft SQL, Sharepoint, and Exchange servers

C- SAP with Oracle, IBM DB2, and Microsoft active directory

D- IBM DB2, Microsoft SQL, and SAP HANA

Answer: 
D

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A PowerProtect DD appliance has been installed at a company's location for several months and has reached a steady state.

As a best practice, at what percentage of disk utilization should action be taken?



Options: 
A- 60%

B- 70%

C- 80%

D- 95%

Answer: 
A

Explanation: 
POWERPROTECT DD CAPACITY AND THROUGHPUT PLANNING AND MONITORING GUIDE, p. 57 - If the CPU utilization shows

80% or greater, or if the disk utilization is 60% or greater, for an extended period the PowerProtect DD appliance is likely to run out of

disk capacity or reach the CPU processing maximum

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice



An administrator is scaling Cloud Tier for a DD9400 by adding a second cloud unit. What is the required amount of metadata storage

(TB)?

Options: 
A- 120

B- 240

C- 300

D- 500

Answer: 
B

Question 5
Question Type: DragDrop

What is the correct sequence of operations used by the PowerProtect DD DIA in the end-to-end verification process?



Answer: 

Explanation: 

https://www.dell.com/community/Data-Domain/Introducing-data-protection-technology-DIA-of-Data-Domain/td- p/6960086

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An administrator is migrating their old cloud tier-enabled Data Domain to a new PowerProtect DD appliance with cloud tier. During

migration, the administrator recognizes that file system cleaning on the source system is not possible.

What is the most likely cause of this behavior?

Options: 

https://www.dell.com/community/Data-Domain/Introducing-data-protection-technology-DIA-of-Data-Domain/td-


A- Migration will restrict all activities on source systems.

B- Migration will restrict all activities on both systems.

C- Filesystem is disabled on source system.

D- Source system is running in restricted mode.

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
While the PowerProtect DD appliance is in restricted mode, the active tier storage is available for backup operations, but I/O on the

cloud tier storage is not permitted.

The following operations are not permitted while the migration is in progress:

* Sending active tier data to cloud tier storage.

* Recalling data from cloud tier storage.

* Cleaning the cloud tier storage.

* Restoring files directly or reading from the cloud tier storage.

* File system cleaning on the source system.



* System sanitization cannot be performed on the source system.

* Enabling or disabling file system encryption.

* Enabling, disabling, or setting the embedded key manager or an external key manager.

* Creating, destroying, deleting, or syncing keys from the embedded key manager or an external key manager.
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